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ABSTRACT Smart grid has emerged as a successful application of cyber-physical systems in the electric
power system. Among numerous key technologies of the smart grid, blockchain technology provides a
promising solution to reduce the level of demand-side management by ensuring fair competition among all
participating entities. However, it brings problems that it is difficult to balance decentralization and platform
performance in the controllable scenario in the smart grid. In this paper, we propose a fair and efficient
main/side chain framework by exploring the scalability of blockchain, integrating the operation of power
entities, and building the decision-making model. First, we develop a main/side blockchain-based electric
trading mechanism for controllable load. Then, we consider the operation and maintenance cost of power
entities, and propose two decision-making model functions including controllable load and load agents. The
optimization problem falls into the category of difference of convex programming and is solved by using
the multi-objective evolutionary algorithm. Next, we propose the framework that the transaction process and
power flow calculation process are deployed on the main chain and side chain respectively, which ensures
the efficiency of the main chain. Finally, the performance of the proposed structure is validated via numerical
results and theoretical analysis.
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INDEX TERMS Double-chain blockchain, distributed trading, controllable load, network constraints, profit
sharing.

I. INTRODUCTION17

With the promotion of power system reform and the pop-18

ularity of the concept of energy Internet, the intelligent19

power equipment including controllable load is gradually20

brought into the power grid to participate in the scheduling21

to alleviate the pressure of supply and demand [1]. In the22

diversified power market structure, some electricity selling23

companies transform into power agents that integrate demand24

resources and guide users to use electricity, and also become25

key decision-making subjects in the construction of energy26

Internet. The entry of such power entities will bring great27

uncertainty to the distribution network. If the long-term28

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was N. Prabaharan .

trading mode of real-time monthly settlement is still used, 29

the resulting power deviation will bring huge dispatching 30

cost to the power dispatching center. Therefore, to effectively 31

utilize the flexible controllable load and protect the privacy 32

of power users, the blockchain technology is used to build a 33

new distributed transaction mechanism. 34

As a distributed database, the blockchain has advantages of 35

equal rights of all nodes and transparent transaction informa- 36

tion. It promotes all power entities to jointly maintain the sus- 37

tainable development of the trading platform, so it has strong 38

robustness [4]. The application of blockchain technology can 39

directly realize the exchange of electricity purchase and sale 40

information among all subjects in the distributed transaction 41

mode, realize data transparency and reduce the uncertainty of 42

the transaction. At the same time, the introduction of smart 43
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contract, as an automatic agreement processed by computers,44

provides a technical guarantee for the blockchain trading45

platform to improve the security and operation efficiency.46

At present, some scholars have discussed the feasibility of47

applying blockchain technology in distributed power transac-48

tion. The unique features of the blockchain are transparency,49

tracking of end-to-end transaction, and the immutable infor-50

mation. For example, literature [5], [6] designed a distributed51

energy two-way auction protocol based on blockchain tech-52

nology. In terms of demand-side resources, literature [7]53

designs a decentralized power transaction model with incen-54

tives to realize the flexible scheduling of demand-side55

resources. Literature [8] proposes an orderly charging strat-56

egy for electric vehicles (EVs) based on the characteristics of57

users’ driving behavior, and schedules the charging behavior58

of EVs with the goal of minimizing the peak-cutting. In addi-59

tion, literature [9] constructs the framework of distributed60

power transaction by discussing the similarity between the61

blockchain and microgrid power transaction.62

For the specific scenario of optimal scheduling of control-63

lable load into the power gird, some literatures mainly focus64

on maintaining the stable operation of the power grid and65

improving the comfort of users, proposing the double-layer66

scheduling with the characteristics of minimum reduction of67

air conditioning load and minimum start and stop [10], [11].68

Some literatures mainly focus on clustering modeling of69

controllable load and improve the accuracy of controllable70

load scheduling in the form of dynamic scheduling [8], [12].71

According to the platform on the block chain, some litera-72

tures establish the security mechanism of multi-level bidding73

transmission in an untrusted environment [13].74

Although blockchain technology has shown immense75

potential in the power industry by securing and auditing76

P2P-based trasnactions of controllable load [14], [15], the77

above models are only simple applications of smart con-78

tracts, rarely involving the optimization of the underlying79

technology of blockchain for the distributed power trading80

platform with controllable load, and the realization of the81

deep integration of specific scenarios and blockchain. Exist-82

ing blockchain platform is not applicable to the power trading83

scenario because of the high real-time requirements [16].84

Meanwhile, the single-chain blockchain structure causes85

transaction information and power network data to be stored86

on a single chain, making the data complex and difficult to87

retrieve [17].88

When there are multiple physical individuals in a89

power trading model, the single blockchain fails to90

meet the real-time requirements of power trading [18].91

To address those challenges, some literatures have proposed92

double-chain structure in the economic optimization of the93

microgrid [19]. Literature [20] has prposed the basic concepts94

of blockchain cross-chain technology such as side chain95

and hash locking, which provide constructive help for our96

subsequent research on double-chain technology. Litera-97

ture [21] and [22] has set the key goal of cross-chain tech-98

nology to the transaction security, through the a multi-energy99

complementation and safety transaction model to facili- 100

tate the transaction subject’s privacy security from leakage. 101

On the basis of previous studies on double-chain technology, 102

we find that the current blockchain technology will not be 103

able to meet the needs of controllable load, a transaction 104

subject with high real-time requirements. Therefore, the 105

innovation of this paper is mainly reflected in the separate 106

deployment of transaction chain and power chain to effec- 107

tively improve the speed of accounting. At the same time, due 108

to the diversity of trading subjects, the consensus algorithm 109

is improved to improve the consensus efficiency. We propose 110

a charge and discharge strategy for controllable load with 111

P2P trading method based on double-chain blockchain struc- 112

ture. The strategy considers different interest demands as fol- 113

lows: controllable load users optimally participate in charging 114

and discharging scheduling based on travel time and their 115

own economic interests. Load agents not only need to con- 116

sider their own economy, but also need to ensure the stability 117

of the power load. The main contributions of this paper are 118

threefold: 119

1) Double-chain blockchain: this paper refers to and 120

improves the cross-chain technology in literature [20], 121

and effectively improves the drawbacks of the exist- 122

ing power transaction blockchain platform. The 123

double-chain structure blockchain proposed in this 124

paper deploys transaction information and physi- 125

cal information separately. The electric energy chain 126

adopts the multi-center alliance chain scheme to real- 127

ize the security check of the trading scheme. The 128

double-chain blockchain can effectively balance the 129

two requirements of transaction cost reduction and 130

peer-to-peer transaction security and trust. 131

2) Independent decision model: based on the different 132

economic models of power users and load agents, the 133

smart contract representation of two kinds of decision 134

model functions is established in this paper. In order 135

to realize the economic optimization of each power 136

subject, the smooth operation of power load curve is 137

also guaranteed. 138

3) Improvement of the underlying technology: in order 139

to realize the long-term effective operation of the 140

blockchain system, this paper optimizes and improves 141

the underlying technology, and proposes to take the 142

profit sharing of agents as the incentive mechanism and 143

the rate of change of efficiency function as the consen- 144

sus algorithm, which contributed to a more reasonable 145

distribution of interests among agents. 146

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. 147

Section II presents the framework of the transaction mech- 148

anism of controllable load participating in the electricity 149

market under the blockchain. While in section III, two smart 150

contract decision-making models of power users and load 151

agents are established based on the principle of benefit 152

optimization based on the integration of power user opera- 153

tion characteristics. Section IV designs the cross-chain data 154

structure of double-chain blockchain based on the notary 155
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FIGURE 1. Framework of controllable load and load agent under blockchain technology.

mechanism, optimizes and improves the underlying technol-156

ogy, and proposes to take the profit sharing of agents as the157

incentive mechanism and the rate of change of efficiency158

function as the consensus algorithm to realize the multi-159

benefit win-win situation in the scenario of controllable load160

participating in power grid.161

II. OVERVIEW of BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTION162

FRAMEWORK163

According to the current research on blockchain cross-chain164

technology, the P2P power trading is often combined with165

other trading chain, like carbon trading chain [23], infor-166

mation chain [24] and integrated energy market chain [25].167

These studies make good use of blockchain technology to168

facilitate the combination of power trading and other trad-169

ing platforms, but do not consider the complex physical170

operation state of power trading. Therefore, we propose171

the double-chain structure of controllable load participat-172

ing in power grid scheduling mode is designed as shown173

in Figure 1.174

At present, when power transactions are carried out on the175

single-chain block chain, each block not only needs to store176

the transaction information of each node, but also needs to177

store the power data of the whole system, resulting in the178

rapid increase of the block chain capacity and performance179

decline. In the proposed structure, the transaction informa-180

tion and physical information are deployed separately, and181

the transaction chain and the power chain are coupled and182

operate independently. The decentralized public chain is 183

adopted in the transaction chain, which only stores the trans- 184

action information between each node and realizes the inde- 185

pendent decision of all power users in the transaction scheme. 186

In the power chain, a multi-center alliance chain is adopted to 187

select trusted nodes in the system to participate in the chain 188

security check, and the transaction deployment is adjusted, 189

other nodes in the power chain verify the credibility and 190

fairness of the transaction adjustment according to the block 191

information, that is, only when most nodes verify and agree 192

to the transaction adjustment implemented by the right node, 193

the transaction adjustment block can be certified as valid. 194

Therefore, the power chain constructed by multi-center or 195

multi-node alliance chain avoids the monopoly of single node 196

check. The secure interaction and trust mechanism of data 197

between the transaction chain and the power chain follows 198

the specific implementation of the cross-chain technology 199

of the blockchain. The notarymechanism is adopted to realize 200

the cross-chain. The cross-chain parties elect the node of ver- 201

ification right as the third party of mutual trust. In the cross- 202

chain process, the block header information submitted by the 203

right node must be verified, including the digital signature 204

encrypted by public/private key technology and the merkle 205

root. The legitimacy of the data source can be ensured by 206

the digital signature, and the merkle root is used to verify 207

the integrity of the transaction content, so communication 208

security is ensured between the transaction chain and the 209

power chain. 210
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III. BLOCKCHAIN TRANSACTION MODEL IN211

CONTROLLABLE LOAD - AGENTS SCENARIO212

Due to the diversity of power consumers with different energy213

demand, and the energy demand reflects the characteristics of214

electricity consumption behavior of users. If massive power215

consumers are controlled in sequence, it would bring huge216

computing difficulties to optimal dispatching. Therefore, it is217

important to cluster the controllable load according to the218

demand of power consumers. At the time, there are various219

types of intelligent electrical equipment on the demand side220

without loss of generality. Two representatives of electrical221

equipment on the demand side: EVs and air conditioners222

(ACs) are selected as the research objects for consideration.223

The travel characteristics of large-scale power consumers224

have certain regularity, so the time when consumers return225

home in the evening and leave home in the morning deter-226

mines the time when power consumers’ duration of dis-227

patching time. Therefore, the time when users going home228

and leaving home is considered as the clustering standard.229

Finally, users with similar electricity characteristics will be230

controlled by the same power agent, and large-scale charging231

and discharging resources will be integrated to participate in232

the conclusion of the above smart contract.233

A. DECISION MODEL OF POWER CONSUMER234

EV users purchase and sell electricity from the power grid235

through agents. Considering the cost of electricity purchase,236

battery loss cost and discharge benefits, the demand cost237

model of EVs is established as follows:238

Cev(k) = Cbuy
ev (k)+ C loss

ev (k)− Cpro
ev (k) (1)239

where,Cev(k) is the demand cost model of EVs;Cbuy
ev (k) is the240

cost of electricity purchase; C loss
ev (k) is the battery loss cost,241

which represents the battery degradation cost caused by EVs242

participating in V2G; Cpro
ev (k) is the discharge benefits.243

The composition of each part is shown as follows:244 

Cbuy
ev (k) =

T∑
t=1

N ev
k∑

i=1

Pch(i, t) ·1t ·Wch(t),

x(i, t) = 1

C loss
ev (k) =

T∑
t=1

N ev
k∑

i=1

|Pdch(i, t)| ·Wloss(t),

pdch(i, t) =

{
Pch(i, t) x(i, t) = 1
−Pdc(i, t) x(i, t) = −1

Cpro
ev (k) =

T∑
t=1

N ev
k∑

i=1

Pdc(i, t) ·1t ·Wpro(t)

x(i, t) = −1

(2)245

where, T represents the scheduling time of one period, which246

is 96 in this paper; N ev
k is the number of users owning EVs247

in the power user subgroup k after cluster; Pdch(i, t) is the248

charge and discharge power of EVs; x(i, t) is the charging249

and discharging state of EVs in time period t , which −1 is250

the discharge, 1 is the charge and 0 is the idle state;Wch(t) is 251

the charging electricity price in time period t; Wloss(t) is the 252

unit loss cost of power battery in the time period t;Wpro(t) is 253

the discharge price in the time period t . 254

The constraint conditions of the user subgroup k are set as 255

follows: 256

a. Constraint of travel: 257

SSOCmin < SSOCrea (i) < SSOCmax (3) 258

where, the travel constraint is based on the state of 259

charge (SOC) of EVs; SSOCrea (i) is the actual travel 260

demand of EVs; SSOCmax and SSOCmin are the maximum and 261

minimum power demands of user for travel. 262

b. Constraint of charge and discharge: 263

x(i, t) =


1, state of charge
0 idle state
−1 state of discharge

t ∈ [Ts(i),Te(i)] 264

(4) 265

where, Ts(i) and Te(i) are the homing and leaving time 266

of the aggregated user subgroup respectively. 267

c. Constraint of battery capacity: 268{
SSOC(i, t) = SSOC (i, t − 1)+ Pdch(i, t) ·1t/B
SSOCrea (i) ≤ SSOC(i,Te(i))

269

(5) 270

where, SSOC(i, t) is the SOC of EVs at the end of time t; 271

B is the battery capacity of EVs; 1t is the duration of 272

one scheduling period. 273

For the ACs, assuming that there are ACs with similar 274

thermal parameters and initial state in the user subgroup, the 275

electricity cost of power users is expressed as follows: 276

Cbuy
ac (k) =

24∑
t=1

NAC
k∑
i=1

Pac(i, t) ·Wch(t) (6) 277

where, Cbuy
ac (k) is the electricity cost of power users; 278

Pac(i, t) is the power consumption of the ACs corresponding 279

to the time period t . 280

The agents can achieve the unification of electricity com- 281

fort and economy by appropriately adjusting the set temper- 282

ature. The relationship between outdoor temperature, power 283

of ACs and indoor temperature is expressed as follows: 284

T in
t+1 = ε

TT in
t 285

+ (1− εT )(T out
t − 0.56ηPac(i, t)/A) (7) 286

where, T out
t is the outdoor temperature; Pac(i, t) is the power 287

of ACs; T in
t is the indoor temperature (in ◦C); εT is the inertia 288

of the system; η is the efficiency coefficient; A is the coeffi- 289

cient of heat conduction. 290

The setting temperature constraints of the ACs are 291

expressed as follows: 292∣∣∣Tdesired − T in
t

∣∣∣ < δ (8) 293
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where, Tdesired is the most comfortable indoor temperature;294

δ is the range of indoor allowable temperature.295

Considering electric vehicle and air conditioning load, the296

economic decision model of power users is calculated. Since297

the scenario where the agent acts as a third party to buy and298

sell electricity is considered, the power consumer also needs299

to pay commission fee to the agent. The decision model is300

shown as follows:301

min Cuser(k) = Cbuy
ev (k)+ C loss

ev (k)302

−Cpro
ev (k)+ Cbuy

ac (k)+ Cage(k) (9)303

where, Cuser(k) is the economic cost function; Cage(k) is the304

agent commission.305

Cage(k) is expressed as follows:306

Cage(k) = N ev
k ·W

ev
age + N

ac
k ·W

ac
age (10)307

where,W ev
age and W

ac
age are fees for EVs and ACs.308

B. DECISION MODEL OF LOAD AGENTS309

The income of load agents comes from the designed310

blockchain distributed transaction system, so the load agent311

must assume the responsibility of system data maintenance312

and blockchain accounting. Therefore, when considering the313

decision model of the load agent, it is not only necessary to314

consider the optimal economic benefits, but also to maintain315

the operation of the entire system. The agent efficiency func-316

tion can be established based on the above two indicators and317

used in the update of the consensus algorithm.318

The economic decision-making model of load agents aims319

at the optimal economics of the agents, and the income from320

the sale of electricity is expressed as follows:321 EAgent
sell =

24∑
t=1

N ev
k∑

i=1

Pdc(i, t) ·1t ·Wdc(t),

x(i, t) = −1, t ∈ [Ts(i),Te(i)]

(11)322

where, EAgent
sell is the income from the sale of electricity;323

Wdc(t) is the discharge income of agent.324

Since the ACs don’t involve discharging to the power grid,325

the main way of selling electricity for agents to the grid is the326

V2G of electric vehicles.327

The revenue from the sales of electricity by agents also328

needs to exclude the revenue from the user’s sales of elec-329

tricity. In addition, since agents purchase electricity on behalf330

of consumers, they also need to extract corresponding agent331

fees. Therefore, the agent economic decision model integrat-332

ing user subgroups is shown as follows:333

max EAgent(k) = EAgent
sell (k)334

−Cpro
ev (k)+ Cage(k) (12)335

In the controllable load-load agents decentralized system,336

agents who assume full-node responsibilities realize the opti-337

mal allocation of power resources on the basis of balanc-338

ing their economic benefits and power load curves. While339

ensuring its own economic interests, it provides a flexible 340

solution strategy for grid load peak-cutting. The agent takes 341

the minimum load variance as the objective function of the 342

operation and maintenance model, and obtains: 343

min VLoad(k) =
1
24

24∑
t=1

(PBL(t)+
N ev
k∑

i=1

Pdch(i, t) 344

+

N ac
k∑

i=1

Pac(i, t)− Pav)2 345

Pav =
1
24

24∑
t=1

(PBL(t)+
N ev
k∑

i=1

Pdch(i, t) 346

+

N ac
k∑

i=1

Pac(i, t)) (13) 347

where, VLoad(k) is the load variance; PBL(t) is the electricity 348

base load; Pav is the average power consumption load of 349

power users during the whole period including EVs and ACs. 350

In conclusion, the decision model of the load agent is 351

obtained as follows: 352{
maxEagent(k)
minVLoad(k)

(14) 353

Considering the different dimensions, the effectiveness 354

function of the agent is obtained after normalization: 355

R(k) = λ1
Eagent(k)
C0(k)

+ λ2
VLoad(k)
V0(k)

(15) 356

where, C0(k) and V0(k) represent the power purchase cost 357

of users and load curve variance of controllable load without 358

considering the blockchain environment; λ1 and λ2 represent 359

the weight of economic decision model and stable operation 360

model respectively. 361

IV. DESIGN FOR THE UNDERLYING TECHNOLOGY OF 362

BLOCKCHAIN 363

The underlying technology architecture of blockchain in this 364

paper includes five layers: data layer, network layer, consen- 365

sus layer, incentive layer and interaction layer. The data layer 366

is based on the blockchain structure, including the electricity 367

consumption of each user and the peak-cutting plan of agents 368

during this period. The network layer defines network com- 369

munication protocols such as networking mechanism, data 370

transmission mechanism, and data verification mechanism. 371

The incentive layer achieves economic balance through profit 372

sharing and encourages all nodes to jointlymaintain the stable 373

operation of the blockchain network. The consensus layer 374

specifies how blockchain nodes reach consensus. In partic- 375

ular, in the interaction layer, this paper adopts the notary 376

mechanism, and the cross-chain parties elect the verification 377

node as the third party of mutual trust to realize cross-chain 378

information interaction. Based on the blockchain sharding 379

technology, the data layer, consensus layer, incentive layer 380
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and interaction layer suitable for the scenario are designed,381

as shown in Figure 2.382

FIGURE 2. Mechanism at all levels of blockchain.

A. SECURITY CHECK MODEL BASED ON383

MULTI-CENTRALIZED ALLIANCE CHAIN384

Based on the decentralized transaction chain, all the power385

transaction schemes must pass the network security check to386

meet the security constraints of the power system before the387

specific implementation. The coupled operation of the trans-388

action chain and the power chain is designed, and a network389

security check method based on the multi-centralized power390

chain is proposed to realize the fair check and reasonable391

adjustment of the market agreement.392

The multi-centralized alliance chain is selected by the393

power chain, with all node blocks storing the physical data394

of the P2P exchange in the power distribution system. Dis-395

patching center agents (third-party non-profit organizations396

outside the power distribution system), large power genera-397

tion companies (third-party profitable companies outside the398

power distribution system), and agents (profitable companies399

in the power distribution system) can all be used as power400

chain nodes. Without loss of generality and to simplify the401

model, the situation where multiple agents jointly maintain402

the power chain is considered in this paper. The power chain403

nodes are selected by voting by all agent nodes, and are404

comprehensively drafted to the reputation value of the agent405

nodes (the degree of participation in each scheduling). After406

the power chain node is determined, the verification authority407

node will perform the security verification of the specific408

transaction.409

The power system security check is divided into two410

aspects: static and dynamic. The static security check with411

the upper and lower bounds of the line transmission power is412

mainly considered, and the dynamic security is reflected in413

the transmission power limit. The transaction verification set414

is composed of the market transaction power, power injection415

nodes and outflow nodes reached by all producers and con- 416

sumers, which is: 417

8M = 8M1 ∪8M2 418

=

{
P∗i,j ≥ 0,∀i, j, i 6= j

}
∪

{
P∗grid,i,∀i

}
(16) 419

where,8M1 is the bilateral transaction set;8M2 is the trans- 420

action set; P∗i,j and P
∗
grid,i are the transaction volume of agent i 421

and agent j or the power grid after the market equilibrium 422

point is reached through optimal decision. 423

The node injected power Piof the consumer in the distribu- 424

tion system is: 425

Pi =
N∑

j=1,j6=i

P∗i,j + P
∗
grid,i (17) 426

where, N is the number of all user subgroups after clustering. 427

Based on the power network flow equation, the transmis- 428

sion power Pl on each line is calculated, and the upper and 429

lower bound constraints are checked. If meet: 430

−Pl,max ≤ Pl ≤ Pl,max (18) 431

Then all market transactions will pass the security check 432

and be executed according to the original trading plan. 433

If Equation (18) is not satisfied, then the adjustment decision 434

is executedwith the goal ofminimizing the transaction adjust- 435

ment amount. In the actual process of market transaction 436

based on blockchain, the information of transaction block 437

reached by producers and consumers on the transaction chain 438

will form block adjustment information after the security 439

check of the power chain checking node coupled with it. 440

Based on the above analysis, the controllable load power 441

trading period is 15 min. The data structure of blockchain is 442

shown in Figure 3: 443

FIGURE 3. Data structure of blockchain.

B. DESIGN of INCENTIVE MECHANISM BASED OF PROFIT 444

SHARING 445

The classic blockchain technology represented by Bitcoin 446

and Ethereum adopts digital currency as the incentive mech- 447

anism. After each successful mining and confirmation, a new 448
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block is generated, and the winning accounting node of public449

selection gets digital currency. Rewarding bookkeepers with450

a piece of program in the form of digital currency implicitly451

conforms to the concept of assets in real society, which pro-452

motes the rapid development of blockchain technology. How-453

ever, in the controllable load-load agent transaction scenario,454

if the accounting incentive mechanism of digital currency is455

considered, the price fluctuation of digital currency will also456

lead to difficulties in the settlement of power transactions.457

Therefore, the combination of bookkeeping incentives and458

the revenue of each agent are considered. As mentioned459

above, the load agents mainly act as the full node on the460

blockchain chain, responsible for maintaining the stability of461

the blockchain and keeping regular accounts. Therefore, part462

of the revenue of each agent can be considered as the incentive463

source, expressed as follows:464

Eblock(t) =
N∑
k=1

Eagent(k, t) · λ (19)465

where, λis the profit-sharing ratio of bookkeeping node given466

by each agent. If Eagent(k, t) ≤ 0, λ = 0.467

C. CONSENSUS ALGORITHM DESIGN BASED ON AGENT468

EFFICIENCY FUNCTION469

In the controllable load-agent transaction scenario, power470

users operate on the chain as light nodes and do not have471

the ability to keep accounts. Therefore, this paper only needs472

to consider the billing right competition among load agent473

nodes according to the performance function described in474

Chapter 3. Each agent can obtain the higher probability of475

bookkeeping right according to the high efficiency func-476

tion. Since the agent’s efficiency function mainly reflects477

the operating income of the agent, the higher the income,478

the easier it is to obtain the blockchain bookkeeping right.479

Further, given the drawbacks of the current blockchain con-480

sensus algorithm, that is, the more equity in the node, the481

easier it is to obtain the bookkeeping right, which will eas-482

ily lead to the control of the network power in the large483

load agents. Long-term operation will make the decentralized484

blockchain system evolve into a centralized network, which485

is not conducive to the long-term healthy development of the486

system.487

In this optimal scheduling strategy, the classification of488

power users is mainly carried out by setting the SOC of EVs489

and the temperature of ACs. These characteristics directly490

determine the dispatching capacity of these two types of491

loads. This classification standard will lead to the agent with492

a smaller scheduling capacity to obtain less revenue. To sum493

up, the ledger revenue is used on the blockchain chain to494

dynamically balance the revenue among agents. Therefore,495

this paper proposes to take the rate of change of efficiency496

function as the consensus algorithm of blockchain. Whether497

a node can obtain the right of accounting mainly depends on498

its own sustainable and healthy development. The expression499

is shown as follows: 500

r(k) =
R(k, t)− R(k, t − 1)

R(k, t − 1)
× 100% (20) 501

The main feature of the traditional Proof of Work (PoW) 502

mechanism is that the node can get a result by doing some 503

difficult work, but the prover can easily check whether the 504

node has done the corresponding work by the result. The 505

corresponding calculation process is shown as follows: 506

find n 507

s.t. SHA256(SHA256(h.n)) < TA (21) 508

where, SHA256() is the 256bit hash encryption algorithm; 509

h is the contents of the latest block; TA is the target difficulty 510

value of the hash encryption; n is the random number. 511

The process of PoW mechanism is to find a n, and make it 512

satisfy that the value after hash encryption is less than TA. 513

Therefore, the smaller TA is, the more difficult mining is. 514

Based on the above agent efficiency function, the consensus 515

algorithm of this paper is shown as follows: 516

find n 517

s.t. SHA256(SHA256(h, n)) < r × p× TA (22) 518

where, p is the load duration for the agent to participate in 519

the power grid; r is the rate of change of agent efficiency 520

function. 521

The longer the load agent participates in the power grid and 522

the higher the rate of efficiency function change, the lower the 523

difficulty of hash calculation and the easier it is to obtain the 524

blockchain bookkeeping right. 525

The consensus algorithm considering the rate of change 526

of efficiency function ensures that the accounting right of 527

each blockchain node is dynamically correlated with its 528

income and contribution value to the grid, and promotes the 529

decision-making behavior of each agent to operate in the 530

direction beneficial to the grid. Combined with the above 531

description of the decision model, incentive mechanism, 532

smart contract solving algorithm and consensus algorithm of 533

the blockchain node, the 24-hour operation process of the 534

blockchain node in this paper is shown as Figure 4. 535

When a transaction is executed, the agent node with the 536

largest r(k) value completes the accounting, stamping the 537

block to prove the validity of all transactions, and ensuring 538

the post-facto traceability of all transactions. The block body 539

mainly contains the scheduling results of this period, the 540

charging and discharging plan required by users and the 541

peaking and filling plan of agents in the next period. 542

At the same time, the efficiency function of each agent is 543

calculated to prepare for the next block consensus algorithm. 544

The data mentioned are converted into binary merkle roots by 545

the Hash algorithm and stored in the block header to ensure 546

data privacy. 547

V. SIMULATION VERIFICATION 548

Matlab is used to solve the two types of smart contract 549

decision models of controllable load/load agent, and the 550
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FIGURE 4. Operation process of controllable load and load agents.

feasibility of optimal scheduling of controllable load in551

the network was verified. Meanwhile, based on the Fabric552

simulation platform, single-chain and double-chain coupled553

blockchains have been employed for the simulation results,554

and the following assumptions are made:555

A. ASSUMPTION556

1) The simulation analysis is carried out for 500,000 res-557

idents in a typical summer day in a central city, in which558

the penetration rate of electric vehicles is 20% and that of559

air conditioning is 30%. Based on the statistical results of560

the 2017 NHTS, the start time and end time of users’ daily561

travel are obtained [30].562

2) It is assumed that all EVs participate in blockchain563

scheduling through agent V2G. For EVs, Roewe ERX5 is564

taken as an example.565

3) It is assumed that in the ACs, Tdesired is set at 27◦C, and 566

the maximum temperature for user participation in schedul- 567

ing is evenly distributed between [27.5,29] ◦C and the min- 568

imum temperature is evenly distributed between [24], [26]. 569

The values are set according to literature [33]. 570

Other related parameters are set as follows: 571

1) The discharge income of agents is set at 0.5 yuan / 572

(kW · h), the battery loss cost is set at 0.14 yuan/ 573

(kW · h), and the entrusted agent fee of the user is 574

set at 0.1 yuan/car/day. The values are set according to 575

literature [32]. 576

2) The profit-sharing ratio of the blockchain incentive 577

mechanism is 0.1, and the agent efficiency function 578

parameter is λ1 = λ2 = 0.5. 579

B. RESULT ANALYSIS 580

According to the results of the 2017 NHTS, the users’ access 581

and off-grid time showed normal distribution. The proba- 582

bility distribution of charging frequency and access time of 583

EV users is shown in TABLE 1 when the user’s electricity 584

consumption is considered. 585

TABLE 1. Initial charging time distribution corresponding to the charging
frequency.

The k-means algorithm is used to carry out the first-stage 586

clustering based on the user access and off-grid time. The 587

final clustering center is divided into three categories, and the 588

clustering results are shown in TABLE 2. 589

TABLE 2. Cluster center of power users.

EVs and ACs of each main class again detailed classifica- 590

tion, EVs with the initial SOC from high to low as classifica- 591

tion characteristics of ACs in order to classify temperature set 592

point, finally get 9 subgroups. For different subgroups, based 593

on their respective travel characteristics, SOC and tempera- 594

ture set point calculation model for its users. The charge and 595

discharge conditions of the three user subgroups in cluster 596

center I are shown as follows: 597

The EVs in user subgroup I has the largest surplus SOC, 598

the maximum adjustable temperature range of the air con- 599

ditioner, and the maximum amount of electricity that can 600
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FIGURE 5. Charge and discharge power of the three user subgroups in
Center I.

be dispatched. Therefore, the maximum discharge amount601

and charging time are mainly concentrated in the trough602

period, and the discharge to the grid is mainly in the peak603

period. The case of user subgroup 3 is just the opposite of604

subgroup 1. Its main purpose of entering the network is to605

meet its own demand for electricity, and the amount of elec-606

tricity that can be dispatched is small. At the same time, the607

overall scheduling period basically conforms to the network608

entry and off-network period of the above clustering center.609

By integrating the charging and discharging conditions of610

nine power entities and adding them into the grid base load,611

the load curve is compared with the load curve considering612

the large-scale controllable load in the case of disordered613

electricity consumption, and the load curve is obtained as614

shown in figure 6.615

FIGURE 6. Electricity load situation after considering the dispatching
strategy of this article.

As can be seen from the figure 6, if the controllable616

load calculated in this example is put into the network in a617

disordered state, that is, if the EVs enter the network and618

starts charging without considering discharge, and the ACs619

keep the most comfortable temperature at all times, ‘‘peak620

on peak’’ of the power grid load will result. In the valley621

period, the load curve basically coincides with the base load 622

because the outdoor temperature drops and the EV charging is 623

basically completed. In contrast, the optimization scheduling 624

of power grid based on the blockchain can effectively control 625

the setting temperature of the ACs within a reasonable range, 626

transfer the charging of EVs from peak period to valley 627

period, and achieve moderate discharge to the power grid 628

during peak period, and finally realize the peak load shifting 629

and valley filling of the power grid load. 630

The comparative analysis of economic benefits of different 631

24-hour scheduling policies is shown in TABLE 3. 632

TABLE 3. Result analysis of agent income and user electricity cost.

As can be seen from TABLE 3, in the case of disordered 633

electricity consumption, the electricity purchase cost of elec- 634

tric vehicles and air conditioners is much higher than that 635

under the dispatching condition, which is caused by the need 636

to satisfy the electricity comfort of power users as much as 637

possible. Because the discharge of EVs is considered under 638

the scheduling in this paper, the damage to the battery of elec- 639

tric vehicles is great, so the cost of battery loss is far greater 640

than the disorderly use of electricity. In this paper, power 641

users rely on agents to adjust the charging and discharging 642

period of electric vehicles, adjust the setting temperature of 643

air conditioning, and obtain certain discharge compensation, 644

and the total electricity cost is significantly reduced. How- 645

ever, the income of load agents mainly comes from the user’s 646

entrusted agent fee and the discharge income to the grid, 647

which does not exist in the disordered state of electricity 648

consumption. 649

C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 650

Based on the Ethereum platform, the double-chain and single- 651

chain blockchain architecture is deployed respectively, and 652

the performance simulation test was carried out. In the simu- 653

lation, the block size is 1 MB, the byte size of each exchange 654

is 1 KB, the byte size of the system physical data is 500 KB, 655

and the block creation time is 1 h. The performance compari- 656

son results of double-chained and single-chained blockchains 657

are shown in Table 4. 658

In the double-chain, where transaction data is deployed in 659

chains with physical data, the transaction chain can process 660

15 transactions per second, while the single-chain can pro- 661

cess 7 transactions per second. At the same time, the block 662
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TABLE 4. Performance comparison between dual-chain and single-chain.

FIGURE 7. Comparison results of agent effectiveness function.

confirmation time includes the communication between663

nodes and the information verification time. Block confir-664

mation on a single-chain includes the confirmation process665

of transactions and verification of adjustment information,666

with a total confirmation time of 31.21s. The confirmation667

of the transaction information in the double-chain blockchain668

is carried out in the transaction chain, and the confirmation669

time is 14.27s; the confirmation of check and adjustment670

information is carried out in the power chain. Due to the671

few nodes in the power chain, the confirmation time is short,672

which is 5.81s. The overall confirmation time of dual-chain is673

shorter than that of single chain blockchain. Therefore, in the 674

P2P transaction scenario, dual-chain blockchain has higher 675

transaction processing efficiency and performance. 676

In the trading chain, 9 load agents are considered as the 677

full nodes of the blockchain, all of which have the right to 678

compete for bookkeeping. From center 1 to center 3, the anal- 679

ysis is conducted in sequence. Compared with the simulation 680

results in the literature [32], we take the period of 20:00 as 681

an example and optain the efficiency function comparison 682

results of agents, as shown in Figure 7: 683

As can be seen from Figure 7, the comparison of efficiency 684

functions among agents is severely uneven. Agent 1, 4, and 7 685

have relatively large efficiency functions because their user 686

subgroups have large scheduling capacity and make more 687

profits. Therefore, the profit-sharing mechanism of agents 688

considered in this paper ismeaningful, and a part of the profits 689

of all agents are accounted for in the reward block of the 690

competitive incentive mechanism. In this paper, the change 691

rate of efficiency function is selected as the blockchain con- 692

sensus algorithm. Each agent first compares its scheduling 693

effect in the previous period, and then competes with each 694

other for the blockchain accounting right. The simulation 695

results show that under the assumption of node rationality, the 696

bookkeeping probability of each agent is between 10∼15%, 697

and large agents will not monopolize the bookkeeping power, 698

FIGURE 8. Smart contract test interface for blockchain.
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effectively ensuring the long-term and reliable operation of699

the blockchain.700

To test the feasibility of smart contract, Ethereum private701

chain is used to test the effect of smart contract of two702

kinds of decision model. The test interface of decentral-703

ized application of power transaction based on blockchain704

is shown in Figure 8 Input the transaction information of705

an agent and check it at 20:00 to obtain the electricity cost706

and power battery loss cost of EV users and the electricity707

cost and revenue of air conditioning load users under the708

agent, as shown in Figure 9 It can be seen from the figure709

that EV users under agent A at 20:00 mainly enjoy discharge710

benefits, but the power battery loss cost of EV at this time711

is high. In addition, under the background of time-of-use712

electricity price, the electricity cost of air conditioning load713

users is reduced. Compared with the above simulation results,714

the smart contract proposed in this chapter is accurate and715

effective.716

FIGURE 9. Output of smart contract at 20:00.

VI. CONCLUSION717

Based on the current situation of the booming development718

of distributed power trading, this paper proposes to use the719

double-chain blockchain to build a controllable load-agent720

trading platform to solve the problem of information asym-721

metry in power trading. The main innovations of this paper722

can be summarized as follows: 1) In terms of the smart723

contract, the power user/power agent decision model smart724

contract, which takes operation and maintenance cost and725

operation and maintenance efficiency into account, are estab-726

lished based on the basic principle of benefit optimization,727

and the power user’s power resources of large-scale control-728

lable power load are integrated, so as to achieve a win-win729

situation between the two types of power entities and com-730

plete the peak load shifting and valley filling of the power731

grid. 2) In terms of the underlying framework, on the basis732

of the original public chain of power transaction, the problem733

of security check after power users participate in the power734

grid is solved in the form of alliance chain, and the power735

transaction situation is checked and corrected. At the same736

time, according to the application scenario in this paper, the737

agent profit sharing incentive mechanism and the consensus738

algorithm of the change rate of agent efficiency function739

are proposed to realize the integration of the advantages of740

blockchain and power dispatching. In the future, the underly- 741

ing technology of blockchain will continue to be optimized to 742

make it more consistent with the actual situation of distributed 743

power transaction mechanism. 744

NOMENCLATURE 745

A. CONSTANTS 746

T the scheduling time of one period
B the battery capacity of EVs
1t the duration of one scheduling period
η the efficiency coefficient
A the coefficient of heat conduction
δ the range of indoor allowable temperature
λ1 the weight of economic decision model
λ2 the weight of stable operation model
N the number of all user subgroups after clustering
n the random number
p the load duration for the agent to participate in

the power grid
r the rate of change of agent efficiency function
TA the target difficulty value of the hash encryption 747

B. VARIABLES 748

Cev(k) the demand cost model of EVs in the user
subgroup k

Cbuy
ev (k) the cost of electricity purchase in the

user subgroup k
C loss
ev (k) the battery loss cost in the user subgroup k

Cpro
ev (k) the discharge benefits in the user subgroup k

N ev
k the number of users owning EVs in the user

subgroup k
Pdch(i, t) the charge and discharge power of EVs
x(i, t) the charging and discharging state of EVs in

time period t
Wch(t) the charging electricity price in time period t
Wloss(t) the unit loss cost of power battery in the time

period t
Wpro(t) the discharge price in the time period t

SSOCrea (i) the actual travel demand of EVs

SSOCmax the maximum power demands of user
for travel

SSOCmin the minimum power demands of user
for travel

Ts(i) the home time of the aggregated user
subgroup

Te(i) the leaving time of the aggregated user
subgroup

SSOC(i, t) the SOC of EVs at the end of time t
Cbuy
ac (k) the electricity cost of power users

Pac(i, t) the power consumption of the ACs
corresponding to the time period t

T out
t the outdoor temperature in the time period t
Pac(i, t) the power of ACs 749
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T in
t the indoor temperature (in ◦)

εT the inertia of the system
Tdesired the most comfortable indoor temperature
Cuser(k) the economic cost function in the user

subgroup k
Cage(k) the agent commission in the user subgroup k
W ev

age the fee for EVs
W ac

age the fee for ACs

EAgent
sell the income from the sale of electricity
Wdc(t) the discharge income of agent
VLoad(k) the load variance in the user subgroup k
PBL(t) the electricity base load
Pav the average power consumption load of power

users during the whole period including EVs
and ACs

C0(k) the power purchase cost of users without con-
sidering the blockchain environment

V0(k) the load curve variance of controllable load
without considering the blockchain
environment

8M1 the bilateral transaction set
8M2 the transaction set
P∗i,j, P

∗
grid,i the transaction volume of agent i and agent j

or the power grid after the market equilibrium
point is reached through optimal decision

SHA256() the 256bit hash encryption algorithm750
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